Mr. David Rebuck
Director, Division of Gaming Enforcement
140 East Front Street
Trenton, New Jersey 08625

Dear Mr. Rebuck:
I am writing to make you aware of my role in the money laundering demonstrations conducted by Jim
Thackston. Jim wrote to you in a November 14th 2013letter describing in general terms some of the
problems posed by online poker in the State of New Jersey. He tells me he received no response.
I am a retired professional poker player and for nearly 40 years made my living playing in real-world
poker rooms and online. I played online poker from its beginning to the Black Friday shutdown in 2011.
Jim first approached me in 2004 and asked that I help him understand the game. I have advised him since.
In late 2007, Jim told me he was abandoning his effort to help legalize online poker and ending the
business we were promoting. I advised him to continue on because at that time I doubted the game could
be manipulated to the degree he was claiming.
I changed my mind when I began participating in his money laundering demonstrations in Washington,
DC and at Mississippi State University. In those demonstrations, I played in games with 3 other poker
accounts played by 2 other people. In both demonstrations, 2 computers were sitting side-by-side in either
Washington, DC (April2012) or Starkville, MS (May 2012). I was in Apollo Beach, FL and another
person played the 2 poker accounts on the DC/MS machines from a location in Southwest Florida using
specially employed remote access technology.
While Jim is the technology expert, I can speak to all things related to the manipulation of games using
collusion. In a game of no-limit hold 'em, the 8 shared card values of 4 colluding players will show a
favorable, high dollar money transfer opportunity once or twice every hour. A favorable opportunity
allows one of the 2 'winner' accounts and one of the 2 'losing' accounts to move a large pot of money
after all 8 other players, including the other 2 colluders, have folded their hands. In this situation, the loser
simply folds after the pot is increased by the calls and raises. Colluders can also move large amounts of
money over a longer period of time with many deliberately small moves. I know the game and no anticollusion system can possibly detect the manipulation if it is done carefully by people who know what
they're doing.
I have followed the launch of online poker in New Jersey and Nevada. Based on my knowledge of how
easy it is to cheat without detection, I now view Jim as a whistleblower. I say this because New Jersey
poker websites are marketing to people who have likely never played poker. They're doing this to fill the
low stakes 'fish pond'. The marketing campaigns are luring novices to be caught, gutted, and skinned by
more experienced players and cheaters who could use the same techniques we demonstrated for money
laundering. At the same time, your office, the Division of Gaming Enforcement, says all is well. This is
not true.

This week, Jim asked me to help him design a real-world test of our claims. The proposal I outline below
will offer you the opportunity to prove the strength of New Jersey's countermeasures.
1. I will assemble a team of professional players to take the role of the money launderers. I will not
be one of them.
2. The State of New Jersey will provide both me and my operatives immunity from prosecution
after-the-fact.
3. My team will use a New Jersey real-money poker site to demonstrate a real-world money
laundering scenario.
4. New Jersey state officials will have no advance knowledge of the poker website we select, the
identities of my team members or the money mules we employ.
5. New Jersey state officials will have no advance notice of the test start time.
6. Once my operatives are in place, a third party will inform state officials that the test has begun.
7. At least one of my poker players will be located outside the borders of New Jersey.
8. We will give the Division of Gaming Enforcement and the selected poker website 30 days to
identify all of my operatives, the money mules we hire, and both the identity and physical
location of the out-of-state player.
9. Once the test is over, we will identify the mule accounts and will provide money to reimburse all
innocent bystander players who might suffer incidental losses.
This test will provide the State of New Jersey a true stress-test of its internet gambling anti-money
laundering and anti-collusion countermeasures- a worthwhile pursuit since it will prove or disprove both
our claims and yours.
We eagerly await your response which you can send via jim.thackston@mindspring.com.

Sincerely,
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Apollo Beach, FL

